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1897 the number rose to I,2I4. Potteries and white leadworks
still return the largest number of cases. The combined mor-
tality of lead workers from diseases of the urinary and nervous
systems, according to Dr. Tatham's statistics, is represented
by 393 as against I23 only among occupied males in general.
The dusty processes of earthenware manufacture claim their
victims to an extent that must surely be largely preventable.
The comparative mortality figure of potters is 1,706, and of
this not less than I ,OOI is contributed by phthisis and other pul-
monary diseases. Itis to be hoped that the expertsappointedby
the Home Secretary will be able to recommend measures
which, if acted upon, will tend to materially reduce this
mortality. They will be helped in their'inquiry by reading
the report furnished to Dr. Whitelegge by the two lady
inspectors, Miss Paterson and Miss Deane, who made a
special inspection of the principal earthenware works not only
in the Potteries but throughout the United Kingdom. They
investigated 404 cases of plumbism from 132 factories in North
Staffordshire, and they found that of these 4o4 persons I6i
had previously suffered from lead poisoning. Lead poisoning
still prevails in the Potteries, and is unchecked, owing to
" the superficiality of the factory regulations intended to act
as safeguards, and the difficulty of fixing responsibility for
the observance of rules." In April, 1898, Professor T. Oliver,
of Newcastle, attended the International Congress of Hygiene
at Madrid, as representing the Home Office- and in the annual
report there is published a note from him of his visit to the
whitelead factories of Paris, in which he found this industry
carried on under more salubrious conditions than in our own
country. He gives as the probable explanation of the absence
of ill-health among the workpeople the following: (i) No
women are employed; (2) very young men are not employed;
(3) the men are obliged to be temperate in the use of stimu-
lants; (4) the workmen are kept moving from one department
to another in the factory; (5) there is excellent ventilation
and adequate means used for the removal of dust; and (6)
thorough cleanliness prevails.

MATCH MAKING AND PHOSPHORIUS POISONING.
Phosphorus match making caused 2 deaths in I897. There

are twenty-four match works in the United Kingdom in which
white or yellow phosphorus is employed. Among the I,700
persons employed, 24 cases of phosphor-necrosis have
occurred since the establishment of special rules in I893-94.
During I897 there were 23 cases of anthrax reported, 6 more
than in the previous year. Special rules have been served
upon this trade.

REPORTS OF LADY INSPECTORS.
In the report of Miss Anderson, the principal lady in-

spector, kindly allusion is made to the retirement of Mrs.
Tennant from the Home Office, and to the work she did. Miss
Anderson deals with the reports of the lady inspectors
generally. Reference has already been made to the visit of
two of them to the Potteries and their report. We have read
with considerable interest Miss Deane's experience of the
Truck Act, and of the personal difficulties she experienced in
trying to gauge its harmful operation among the peasantry of
Donegal.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ACCIDENTS TO WORKMEN.
Mr. Gould, Her Majesty's Superintending Inspector of

Factories, and Dr. Oliver, attended in July, I897, the Inter-
national Congress on Accidents to Operatives on behalf of the
Home Office. From the pen of Mr. Gould comes an interest-
ing and most instructive report. Nine years ago (I889) the
first International Congress on Labour Accidents was held in
Paris, and since then Berne, Milan, and Brussels have been
honoured by its presence. A permanent Committee sits in
Paris whose duty it is to accumulate facts for discussion at
the dongress, to group and analyse them, and to publish
a quarterly Gazette. Ten subjects were considered at the last
Congress, many of them so important that they will
undoubtedly occupy a place in the future industrial legisla-
tiontbf the various countries of Western Europe. Mr. Gould
has wisely included in his report a copy of the tables of
M. Darcy, President of the Central Committee of Coal Mines,
France, adopted in Germany, Austria, England, France, Italy,
and Switzerland in regard to " compensation for accidents."

CONVALESCENT HOMES FOR SOLDIERS.
To formulate any complete scheme for the benefit of con-
valescent soldiers is difficult because the questions to be-
answered are these: (I) Are such homes, even if the War
Office finally approve of them, to be founded on the basis of
a percentage on the annual admissions into hospital in the
United Kingdom; or (2) on a percentage of the acute cases
treated in various military hospitals? If on the latter it is
impossible to furnish the data on which to work, because the
statistical tables giving the diseases under each group; for
example, circulatory, respiratory, nervous, and febrile groups
do not differentiate the acuter forms from those of a milder
type, nor is the average time spent in hospital by the former
class to be obtained on a reference to departmental Blue
Books. Thus we find ourselves compelled to work roughly on
the percentage of admissions, and even then the yearly ad-
missions vary considerably; for example, the admission-rate
of I896 showed a decrease of 67.2 per i,ooo on that of the pre-
ceding year. If we take the admissions in I896 and work on
these to formulate a scheme of some kind for the accommoda-
tion needed for convalescents, say, at the rate of 5 per cent.
of admissions to hospital per annum-and this is a small and
merely supposititious figure-we should require for 64,ooo ad-
missions convalescent hospitals to accommodate some 3,o00
patients.
As crowding of a convalescent hospital is not desirable, we

should require, say, 20 military convalescent homes or hos-
pitals of I50 beds each. These should be scattered over
bracing and mild stations (in England, Scotland, Wales, and
Ireland, according to the strength of troops in each) whose'
health-restoring climates, or positions at the sea, or in the
mountains, are well ascertained. Such hospitals could be'
extended in case of need. In estimating for 5 per cent. on
admissions for convalescent patients we must bear in mind
that those returning from India the subjects of malarial
fevers and other tropical diseases would considerably increase
the requirements. In fact, to formulate a complete scheme
of convalescent homes or hospitals for military purposes is a
most difficult matter. If we turn to these institutions in their
connection with civil hospitals we are in a position to give a
few guiding facts.
In Charing Cross Hospital, which has I75 beds, pro-

vision is made in their convalescent home for 50 patients. In
the year I897, out of approximately 2,000 patients treated in
this hospital some 146 were sent to the convalescent home.
In the first half year (I898) the authorities of Oharing Cross
Hospital have already sent 135 patients to their convalescent
home. The charge made is 7s. 6d. per week; for outsiders-
for instance, those not treated in the hospital the charge
would be U2S. 6d. per week. Soldiers would be taken on the
latter terms if medically recommended as fit subjects for the'
convalescent home.
In the Middlesex Hospital, with 300 beds, where the annual

admissions are above 3,000 (for the year I897, 3,64I admis-
sions), a convalescent home is provided at Clacton-on-Sea,
with 5o beds, and to this are sent i ,ooo patients a year, roughly
about 20 per week. The average usual stay in the Convalescent
Home at Clacton is nineteen days, which is prolonged in ex-
ceptional cases to sixty days. The cost all round at the Con-
valescent Home at Clacton, which is conducted on a generous
scale, is approximately from £o5 to £6o a patient a year. At
the Middlesex Hospital the cost a head is about XI/ I7s. a
week.
These facts will be of use in framing a scheme for the

establishment of military convalescent homes, since they
throw light on the cost at which each patient could be treated.
Of course, in civil hospitals a very much larger proportion of
serious cases are treated than in military hospitals, anct
allowance for this must be made in calculating the percentage
of possible military convalescents, requiring the benefits of a
properly established home, on the yearly admissions to mili-
tary hospitals. But, as has been before stated, a rough 5 per
cent. on admissions in military hospitals is a moderate com-
putation for the United Kingdom.
Failingthe establishment of propermilitaryconvalescenthos-

pitals orhomes, there is no alternative but togive large powersto,
the administrative medical officers of commands and districts
to send all cases requiring change to existing civil convalescent
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homes on a fixed payment, and also to permit administrative
medical officers to utilise, to a limited extent, for patients re-
quiring convalescence the barrack or hospital accommodation
at stations in the Isle of Wight, or at Falmouth or elsewhere
near the sea, or in bracing stations in the North. This could
be done at very little expense.
That there is a necessity for a convalescent list (not par-

ticularised in the Army Regulations) or some special ar-
rangement for convalescence is clearly proved by the following
statements which appeared in the Tiimes of July iith: "The
Secretary of State for India has given instructions that, in
-order to check as far as possible the great waste caused by the
invaliding of young British soldiers, a certain time shall in
future be allowed to elapse, where practicable, when they are
-discharged from hospital before they are called upon to per-
torm full duties. It has been reported that the health of many
young soldiers suffers owing to their being called upon to
return to the ranks before they are thoroughly convalescent."
"The subject of the Military Hospital at Eastbourne as a

convalescent institution for soldiers was alluded to in the
answer of Mr. Brodrick (the Under-Secretary of State for War) to
Captain Cecil Norton.' We are in a position to furnish some
particulars regarding it. Here some seventy convalescents
are admitted during the year. The great majority of the
cases that pass through are chest diseases, chiefly pleurisy
and pneumonia, rheumatism, and rheumatic fever, and a few
cases of secondary syphilis. The hospital at Eastbourne was
established in February, I892, it is believed at the instance of
Lord William Seymour, the General Officer Commanding
the District, and was intended principally for con-
valescents from the Guards. There are twenty beds (not
sixteen as stated) and these are not sufficient for more
than a few convalescents from London and Windsor. The
hospital is conveniently situated near the sea front where
-exercise can easily be taken by the patients.
We have seen that in some Continental. armies special pro-

vision is made for their military convalescents, and as Lord
Wolseley, our own Commander-in-Chief, has given his un-
qualified approval of convalescent privileges for soldiers, we
may hope that the matter will not be permitted to remain
merely a humanitarian theory.
The matter is assuredly not one for public philanthropy as

has been suggested, but it is incumbent on the Government
and the Government alone to undertake the establishment of
convalescent hospitals for our sick soldiers. Properly organised
homes or hospitals of this kind need not prove expensive.
They are certainly managed fairly economically in civil life,
as may be found on reference to the tables and other informa-
tion in Burdett'8 Hospitals and Charities, I898.

1 See BRITIST MEnTIAL JnTORNATL TJune Ath-

NOTES ON HEALTH RESORTS.
Pougues-les-Eaux.2-The waters of this spa have a very old-

established reputation, and the Saint-Leger spring, the only
one formerly known, was employed by the French kings,
Henri II, Henri III, and Henri IV. It was at Pougues,
-according to Dr. Janicot that Jean Pidoux, physician to
Henri II, Henri III, and Catherine de M6dicis, originated the
use of cold douches in France. The Saint-Leger spring yields
a cold, gaseous, alkaline-earthy water, containing nearly
2 grammes of calcium bicarbonate in the litre, a small
amount of sodium bicarbonate, a little iron, and much free
carbonic acid gas. The experiments of Bovet and H6rard de
13essd show that the water, when taken on an empty stomach
in quantities of 50 c.cm. to ioo c.cm. and up to 8oo c.cm. and
I,ooo c.cm., acts as a stimulant to the stomach. The total
acidity, the total chlorine, the chlorine in combination, and
the free hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice are all increased,
whilst the tendency to abnormal fermentation is lessened.
0On a full stomach the effect is analogous, but not nearly so
marked as it is when the water is taken on an empty
stomach. The Pougues water is recommended in hypopeptio,
atonic and "neuromotor" forms of dyspepsia. In atonic
dilatation of the stomach it may sometimes be used for washl-
ing out the stomach -a kind of local cold douche-which' haB
been found beneficial in many cases. In atonv of the bowdl;

,MsHea (vfng Water8, befng an Account of tAP Watersof Pougazes, by DLr, .
i1cot. V Lonlon:B1is~s- Sands, and-Co. 1898. PPD. X4i. - L

or simple intestinal paresis with constipation, Dr. Janicot re-
marks that during the treatment constipation is almost
-always increased, necessitating the use of laxatives. It is
not until some weeks after the completion of the course that
the desired result is obtained, but the after and secondary
results of mineral water treatment have the more lasting
value. Good effects are likewise claimed in cases of chroniic
diarrhoea due to a simple chronic intestinal catarrh, usually
the result of an acute inflammatory attack. In uric acid
gravel and oxaluria the water may do good in different ways,
but chiefly by influencing the primary digestive disturbances
and arthritic condition. In gouty cases and arthritic gly-
cosuria it is the patients of the asthenic, and not the florid and
full-blooded, type who are likely to derive benefit from the
treatment. Pougues (650 ft.) is situated nearly in the centre
of France. The railway station is on the line between Paris
and Nevers, seven miles from Nevers, and maynow be reached
in little more than four hours from -Paris. The thermal estab-
lishment lies in a beautiful park, about three minutes' drive
from the railway station.

Saint-Christau.3-This little Pyrenean spa has recently
undergone a change in proprietorship, and extensive altera-
tions and improvements have been carried out. It is plea-
santly situated in the Department of the Basses-Pyrdndes, at
the rather low elevation of i,050ofeet above sea-level, at the
entrance of the beautiful Aspe valley. Owing to its sheltered
position and its warm and somewhat sedative climate the
thermal establishment can be kept open all the year. The
railway station of Oloron is about five miles distant, and is
connected with the spa by two good carriage roads. The fine
park, which protects visitors from excessive heat, has been
well cared for by the present management, and lighted up by
electricity. The Source des Arceaux, the best known spring
at Saint-Christau, is cold and weakly mineralised, but re-
markable for containing a minute amount of copper sulphate.
It is situated behind the "Bains-Vieux." Two analogous
springs, the " Source Bazin" and the " Source Tillot," are at
the " Rotonde" establishment, and close to these is a cold
sulphurous spring. A thermal spring (temperature about
790 F.), rather richer in copper than the cold springs, has re-
cently been rediscovered. The waters of Saint-Christau are
used for drinking, for baths and douches. and 'for nasal and
buccal irrigations. A special kind of douche employed at this
spa consists of a number of very fine but forcible jets; it 'is
appropriately called the " douche en epingles," and acts as a
powerful revulsive agent on the skin. It is probably, how-
ever, the pulverisation treatment which is most characteristic
of the spa. This can be applied to the eyes, mouth, nose, and
ears. Amongst the affections treated with much success,
according to local accounts, are certain affections of the tongue
and buccal mucous membrane, including leucoplakia and
chronic glossitis of smokers. Chronic rhinitis and pharyng-
itis, and some ocular troubles, such as chronic blepharitis, are
likewise treated. Amongst cutaneous affections, chronic
eczema and acne are said to be the most benefited. More
general disorders, such as gouty conditions, urinary gravel,
and old tertiary syphilitic manifestations, are also said to
derive benefit from the use of the waters. There are many
pleasant Pyrenean localities which can be visited from Saint-
Christau.

Thorenc.4-Tn about 4-hours by carriage from Grasse,
this new climatic station of high altitude can be reached. It
is situated in the "Vallee de Thorenc," or "des Thorencs,"
in the Department of the Alpes-Maritimes. The chief estab-
lishment lies in a beautiful position (altitude nearly 4,200 feet)
near a forest of firs, and is kept officially open from the
middle of May to the end of October. France, therefore,
possesses a mountain resort not far from its southeri coast,
to which some of those who have spent the winter on the
Riviera can resort for the summer months. Natives of France,
who dislike travelling :to foreign countries, have in Thorene
a station of fairly high altitude situated in their own countr,

3 Le8 Maladies que 1,on traite avec le plU8 d'avantage a Saint-Chrtstau.
(Basses Pyr6dnos). Par 16 Dr. X. (The Affections most Suitable for Treat-
nient at Saint-Christau; ihi the D5pattment Basses-Pyr6nAes. By Dr. X.]
Pages 36. ' '

.4 La Haute ValUe de Thorena [The High Valley of Tborenc]. By Dr. A.
gS8phip 73.Wffite ~rEWsmohe t.nraPP-0E,ie(" .Imb'rt ''et eie.)
IIse,80,pi^7. Wti*Aessutnap. i. ;D';! &
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